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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the
Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the
Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.

1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides
an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas
in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
Having lived in
for the last 25 years, I do not want to see house prices drop due to being
associated with the Old Dean community, if you also look at the typical housing needs of those on the Old Dean
to Camberley Town they are significantly different as outlined above.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your’s sincerely,

Alexandra Joseph
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Surrey Heath Review - Diamond Ridge

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops
in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,

Mrs Ann Lawford
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6 July 2017
The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
LONDON
SW1P 4QP
OBJECTION:
Surrey Heath Ward boundary changes – further limited draft recommendations in respect of
the OLD Dean & Town Wards
I refer to the further limited draft recommendations notified to the Chief Executive of Surrey Heath
Borough Council on the 13th June 2017. As at the time of writing, we have received no official
notification of the further revised changes and were only made aware as a result of a friend
mentioning it. We never heard about the public consultation which was supposed to have taken
place earlier this year and I do take an interest in the local area. It does not seem democratic or open
and that upsets me.
I have lived in Diamond Ridge, Camberley for 42 years and everything we do is in the town and at
St Paul's Church. I can walk to the town in 5-10 minutes and that is where I know and meet lots of
people. I haven't been to the Old Dean for years, and I would have to take the car as it is a steep hill
and it would take considerably longer. The town is where my surgery is located, where the shops I
use are, the library, the post office, the train station etc. I am also a member of the Camberley
Society and take a great deal of interest in what happens in our town. I have no link with the Old
Dean and don't know what goes on there.
I do not think it would be good for the people on the Old Dean to maybe lose their labour
councillor, which will be a great possibility if they are put in with our area or the other way round,
we will lose our councillor who we know personally. Your statement says: 'We also aim to ensure
that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities as well as
promoting effective local government.' It will not be the case if we are 'lumped together'. Another
factor is the voting station. No one in this area will want to go to the Old Dean to vote, it will just
be very inconvenient and difficult and again, people would have to use their cars rather than walk.
I notice that The A30 has been used as a boundary with one strange omission, namely Woodbridge
Drive. There needs to be a reasonable explanation why, as very few people live there. Also I notice
that the A30 has been described as a dual carriage way by some objectors from the St Paul's Ward , I
don't think that is the case in the affected area, although admittedly a busy road. There is, however,
a footbridge and a pedestrian crossing linking the St Paul's Ward to the Old Dean and the area is
relatively flat. That area of the St Paul's ward is also geographically a lot nearer to the Old Dean
than Diamond Ridge.
Yours faithfully
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Subject: Surrey Heath Review ‐ Diamond ridge / Kings Ride

Dear Sir or Madam
I wish to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge /
Kings Ride area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond
Ridge / Kings Ride area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old
Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary
between the two areas. It also provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater
interaction with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge / Kings Ride area is
predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners,
whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top
20% most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least
prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different
identities and needs.
These changes are appropriate and do not serve the best interests of either
community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge / Kings Ride
area as part of the Town Ward.
1

Your sincerely
Duncan Matheson
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Martin McDermott
10 July 2017 18:35
reviews
Surrey Heath Review - Diamond ridge

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in
the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the
Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It
provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools
and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous
areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.

Your sincerely,
Martin McDermott
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Dear sir/madam
Please accept this email as written confirmation that I oppose the change of boundary in Camberley.
If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind Regards
Michelle McKenna

Sent from my iPad
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I am a resident of
. I object to the proposed changes and becoming part of old dean
ward. My area has a different demographic and heritage to that of the old dean and want to remain part of the town
ward. I am also angry that I had to find out about proposed changes by another resident rather than the council
Regards
Tom McLachlan
Sent from my iPhone
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Chris McNiel
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to oppose the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
Before I even go into the financial impact of the change, the physicality of it seems like a very strange move. There is
quite a substantial gap between the two areas, whereas we are right on the doorstep of the town. The Diamond Ridge
Woods surely provide a natural boundary between the two areas, which is obviously something not present between us
and the town.
Having a young child we have started looking at schools and I understand that this change would impact the catchment
areas, reducing our choices to schools that we don't feel would be in the best interest of our child.
I have read that a 2015 Government survey says that the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas
in the UK and the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous. I can only imagine that this change will increase home and
car insurance prices for us and also lower property values.
It seems to me that two completely different communities are being combined and that it will benefit neither area.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely
Nick Millings
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
There appears to have been little notification about the last minute change to proposals with limited information being
provided. I would like to understand how the changes now proposed will "balance" the voter numbers across the new
proposed wards from the existing wards especially against the predicted increases.
Additionally why have the original plans just been rejected and changed that makes these new proposals acceptable?
As Highlighted in point 46 (page 15) of the draft recommendations report published for Surrey Heath in January 2017
for the electoral review, It is clearly stated that 1 resident from the Old Dean ward objected to inclusion of voters from
the Town Ward due to the natural boundaries in place for the Old Dean by the Diamond Ridge Woods so it is now
alarming to see this now being proposed.
The houses in the newly revised proposal are in immediate close proximity to the Town centre compared to the original
proposals and why we are currently part of the Town ward. As mentioned the Diamond Ridge Woods creates a clear,
distant, natural boundary with the Old Dean Area and while the A30 does also provide a boundary the houses
immediately next to ours seem to have had an exclusion made around them and therefore I would like to propose
extending this area to include Diamond Hill and Ridge if any changes are going to be put through.
Alternatively to gain electoral equality for the Old Dean would alternative changes made made to the Watchetts/Town/
St Paul's ward boundaries in the south of the Town Ward area achieve this by just using Park Road as the boundary for
these wards?
With regards to the new proposals then I also have concerns & lack of understanding over the implications of the
changes. While details from LGBCE state that the changes will only impact the voting numbers feedback from local
services implies this may not be the case, eg are GP surgery practice areas controlled by wards?
As stated I'm objecting due to the sudden changes being made and lack of discussion & detail that has been presented
to the households effected by these new proposals. I therefore request you to reconsider these changes and leave the
Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward for North Camberley.
Your sincerely,

Robert Mitchell
Sent from my iPad
1

Sent from my iPhone
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Dear sir/madam,
Please accept this email as written confirmation that I oppose the change of boundary in Camberley.
If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards
Daisy Molloy
Barossa Road
Sent from my iPhone
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Dear, whom it may concern,
I am contacting you today to confirm I oppose your proposal for the boundary changes.
My name is Lily Molloy, I live on
Please contact me if you need any more information.
Regards
Lily Molloy
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Danny Morgan
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing you to voice my very strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley
in the Old Dean Ward.
The area is very distinct and different from the Old Dean and we have little or nothing to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward .Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never nor wanted to be part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and very substantial boundary between the two very cultural and
social areas.
2. Due to the close proximity to the Town almost all the residents have a far greater interaction with shops ,
recreational, and local amenities in the town rather than the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are vastly different , the Diamond Ridge area has a vast majority of detached and semi
detached houses which are owner occupied, whereas the Old Dean is primarily not owner occupied with tenanted
flats and a totally different housing standards .
4. The Old Dean areas has historically had a bad reputation for the type of residents and the type of activitys it/ they
have been and are involved in which has never been disproven or diminished.
5. According to a 2015 government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
U.K. , whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
I would just like to state in short these are two completely different communities with a very substantial difference
in identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I strongly urge you to reconsider these proposed changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town
Ward . Restructuring within the council from 3 Counciller's to 2 there by amalgamating these wards should not have
a detrimental affect on the residents of these areas?.
Yours sincerely
Danny Morgan
Sent from my iPhone
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To whom it may concern;
I strongly oppose diamond ridge area becoming part of the old dean
ward, we have very little to do with the old dean,as a resident at one of the
roads named, I have been brought up in the same place and personally the
old dean will always start from the top of the hill not the bottom, I am
very disappointed in camberley country council that they are considering
changing the boundaries of the of the neighbourhoods in camberley.The
roads around diamond ridge area are private therefore I wish to keep it
that way and the neighbourhoods are two completely different areas.
Yours sincerely, Lucy.
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Mr Alan & Pam Moscrop

01st July 2017
The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower,
LONDON
SW1P 4QP
Subject: SURREY HEATH REVIEW ‐ OBJECTION
Dear Sir/Madam,
We hereby object to the recently proposed Surrey Heath Ward boundary changes that we became
aware of via a local press article. It’s extremely disappointing that no such notice was formally given
to residents such as ourselves, who would clearly be significantly impacted by the proposal being
made.
Our road and that of our closest neighbours has a completely different demographic and history to
that of the Old Dean. We do not understand why it would make any sense to move Diamond Ridge
from the current Town Ward to the Old Dean ward. We have, since we moved to Diamond Ridge,
used the facilities of the town almost exclusively – voting, shopping, child care services and much
more. The A30 is not a boundary for us – and we’d view the woodland and steep hill between
Diamond Ridge and the Old Dean as more of a boundary than that of a single road crossing.
We have also been made aware that the volume of objections from St Pauls residents re the original
proposal numbered just 21 out of a possible 800. This appears to be a very small percentage on
which to withdraw your original proposal, and raises questions on whether the overall majority were
in favour or in acceptance of that proposal.
In summary, we kindly ask you to take into account that close to 1000 voters may be impacted by
this latest proposal, and request that you consider reverting to the original proposal, ensuring a far
lower impact to residents who would truly feel that there road/s are more suited to the Town Ward
inclusion.
Yours Sincerely,

Alan & Pam Moscrop
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward, being a resident in the Ward from 12 Whitehill Close.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in
the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Ann‐Marie Nesling
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Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
E mail

5th July 2017
Dear Sir
Re.OBJECTION TO PROPOSAL RE TOWN WARD TO OLD DEAN WARD
I am writing as a resident of Whitehill close,Camberley, to strongly object to the proposal to our Close, along with
Diamond Ridge,College Ride, College Close
To now become part of the Old Dean Ward instead of the Town Ward.
The reason given for this change is to make votes more balanced. Originally we were to remain part of the Town
Ward,and St.Pauls/Crawley Ridge to be moved to Old Dean Ward. 50 objected and the Council changed its mind,and
they are now to remain as part of Town Ward,and we to move to Old Dean. Thus failing the purpose of rebalancing.
I moved to Camberley 50 years ago and have always been part of the Town Ward. We are nearer the town than the Old
Dean.
I fail to see why St Pauls/crawley ridge are allowed to make a fuss and remain where they are,whereas it looks as
though we are being moved to accommodate them.
I have only found out about this change to the boundaries by fluke, and I would like to know why every resident who is
to be affected by this has not been personally advised, and left to maybe find out by accident,by which time it is too late
to object.
I would urge you to rethink this proposal.
Yours faithfully
Mrs Julie Nethersole
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Surrey Heath Review - Re Neighbourhood Boundaries

Hi
I would like to take this opportunity to object to the proposed boundary changes between Camberley Town and the Old
Dean.
I believe that since our area has a different demographic and history to that of the Old Dean we should remain as part of
the town ward.

Kind regards
Caroline Nicholas
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Dear Sirs,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the new proposals to move the Diamond Ridge/Hill area of
Camberley to the Old Dean Ward.
These changes have been proposed following the objections of residents in the St Pauls Ward to the
Commission's original draft recommendations. This proposed solution simply transfers the problem from St
Paul's Ward residents to Town Ward residents
The Diamond Ridge/Hill area is separated from the Old Dean and we have much more in common with the
Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge/Hill area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the
Old Dean.
The Diamond Ridge woods provide a natural boundary between the two areas. Due to our close proximity to
the town the majority of residents make much greater use of the schools and shops in the Town than in the
Old Dean.
The housing in the two areas is very different. The Diamond Ridge/Hill area is predominantly detached and
semi detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted. According to a 2015
Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the
Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In summary, these are two completely different communities with different identities and very different needs
and the proposed changes do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge/Hill area as part of the Town Ward.
Your faithfully,
Christopher Norris
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Please accept my opposition to the proposal to change the boundary of Town Ward, Camberley. Cromwell Road borders
the town centre and shares little in common with Old Dean; therefore the boundary should not change.
Sanchia O'Hara.

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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Dear sir/madam
I am e‐mailing to record my strong opposition to the proposal to include the
area of Camberley in the Old
Dean Ward. York Road is completely distinct from the Old Dean and we have nothing to do with it. We have everything
in common with the Town Ward. I have lived here for over thirty years and we have always been part of Town
Ward. We strongly wish to remain in the Town Ward.
There is a distinct geographical separation between the Old Dean and the York Road area. The woodland area East and
North of Diamond Ridge is a substantial area providing a natural and distinct boundary between the two wards. As a
community in York Road, all of our social and commercial interaction is with the Camberley Town centre. We have no
social or commercial interaction with the Old Dean.
The type of publically funded services required by York Road residents, being mostly owner occupied detached houses,
are quite different from the typical services required by Old Dean.
In summary the two communities are completely different with substantially differing needs. The proposed changes are
not in the best interests of either community.
I strongly request that you reconsider the proposal and leave York Road in the Town Ward.
Yours sincerely
Michael Kevin O ‘Kelly
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Dear sir or madam
I am writing to object to the proposal to change the boundaries of the Old Dean and Town wards, which would result in
College Ride falling within the Old Dean ward. I have lived in College Ride since 1971, and throughout the years this
road has always been within the Town ward. College Ride is very much part of the town, and shares its history and
heritage. Whilst geographically proximate, the Old Dean was created after the 2nd World War as an overspill estate. It
was then, and remains a self‐contained and separate area. Merging the two areas is not appropriate.
Sincerely
Frances Orpen
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To Whom it may concern,
This is in regards to the proposed change of moving ward boundaries and transferring Diamond Ridge area into the Old Dean ward
We strongly oppose these plans, for the following reasons
The area is distinctly different from the Old Dean and we have dissimilar interests and the characteristics and We have much more in common with the Town
Ward.
1.The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2.Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3.The housing stock in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the
Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4.According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least
prosperous.
5. The Old dean ward is predominately Labour where as college ride is mostly Conservative so there is a community identity conflict.
6. In the surrey heath electoral review 1997 report , I note it also re-iterated that no change was proposed for the old dean ward as it considered that it "comprises
a well defined geographical area with a distinct community identity and which is close to the current and projected average elector-councellor ratio". So changing it
would go against your own report.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs. Historically we have always been part of the Town. We
have never been part of the Old Dean. We would not therefore benefit by the change and the Councillors would not accurately serve our needs as part of this
ward.
We conclude that these changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I suggest that you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Mr K Pacheco
Mrs J Pacheco
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Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
LGBCE
14th Floor
Millbank Tower
London
SW1P 4QP
30 June 2017
Dear Review Officer,
I wish to object to the revised proposal for the adjustment of the Town, Old Dean and
St Paul’s wards in Surrey Heath BC.
Only last night was I made aware of the Commission’s work and how the latest
proposals affect me and my household. The communication to residents on this matter
seems woefully inadequate. I am available to SHBC through email, post and
telephone yet none of these has been used. Only a press release to the local papers has
carried this information. Very few people read local papers these days. The
recommendations of the Commission and detail of how to comment should be
“pushed” to residents through mail and email; they should not be expected to “pull” it
through continuing searching of print media or websites.
As a resident of Kings Ride my interest is in the proposal to redraw the SW boundary
of the Old Dean ward to incorporate Kings Ride. I assume it is both sides of Kings
Ride. One side only, as I have heard suggested but not substantiated, would seem to
be inconsistent, to say the least. My principle concerns are the jigsaw like boundary
between the Old Dean and Town wards and the significant disparity between the
electoral size of the Old Dean and St Paul’s and Town Wards.
a. Electoral Equality On the revised proposal the difference between Old
Dean and St Paul’s is 10% (+7% and -3% respectively), whereas the initial
proposal was only 4% (0% and +4% respectively). This is an unhelpful
development and seems prejudicial to the Old Dean residents – even if it is
within the permissible tolerance. The change from the original proposal has
been driven by the desire to keep the A30 as the boundary between these
wards. This is an obvious boundary but the consequent adjustment to the south
west boundary to include streets between Diamond Ridge and lower Kings
Ride (a salient feature into the Town ward) is a poor option. A better answer
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Boundary review Surrey Heath

Dear Sirs
I write on behalf of Cllr Richard Brooks and myself ‐ Cllr Robin Perry. We are both Borough Councillors representing
Town Ward within SHBC.
After further consultation with many of our constituents we believe that the proposed new boundary between Town
Ward and Old Dean should be amended to include Diamond Ridge and Diamond Hill within Town Ward.
The main reasons for this suggestion are that both roads front the A30 (Town Ward), and have a mix of properties and
residents that are far more compatible with those in Town Ward than the Old Dean.
We also believe that such a move would also help equalise the numbers of residents in each Ward.
We are advised that the Councillors representing the Old Dean Ward have no objection to the above suggestion.
Your sincerely
Robin Perry

Sent from my iPad
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From: Mr & Mrs M Port.
Sent: 09 July 2017 21:52
To: reviews@lgbce.org.uk; Kim Shanahan‐Fuller
Subject: Surrey Heath review

Mr & Mrs M Port

9th July 2017
Dear Sir/Madam
Surrey Heath Ward Boundary Changes.
We wish to object to the proposed changes on the following grounds:

1. The aim of making each councillor responsible for 'approximately the same number of voters' is
understandable. However, in the same document, 'the interests and identities of local communities'
must also be recognised. Statistical neatness alone cannot meet the latter requirement.
2. The area, now in Town Ward south of the wood abutting Diamond Ridge, is geographically separate
from the Old Dean at the foot of a steep hill not accessible to elderly and physically impaired
pedestrians.
3. This lower region is directly connected to the Town Ward and has no suitable venue for a polling
station. At present, this is located in Knoll Road and easily accessible on level ground. If the proposed
changes were to take place, older voters in particular would effectively be disenfranchised. This would
not promote the declared aim of 'effective local government'.
4. It is a hideous proposal to even consider the division of Kings Ride (left and right of the road) being
placed in two separate Wards. The wooded area from the foot of the steep hill in College Ridge forms
a logical and natural boundary.
5. It is surely undemocratic not to inform those directly effected by the proposal. In this case, some
residents‐and we stress 'some', not all, have only belatedly learnt of the proposal by word of mouth in
1

the last few days. No official notification has been received. Any conclusion based on the volume of
objections and an assumption that the bulk of those affected tacitly agree with the proposed changes,
must therefore be invalid
Yours sincerely
Mr & Mrs M Port.
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In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I strongly urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the KIngs Ride/Barossa area area as part of the Town Ward.

Sincerely
Mrs & Mrs Pretlove
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was and is part of the
Town.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provide a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with shops in the
Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different with the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly detached and semi‐
detached and houses occupied by owners.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area demographic is completely different to that
in the Old Dean area and more in keeping with a substantial proportion of the Town ward. This means that the
Diamond Ridge area and the Old Dean area are two substantially different communities with different
identities and needs.
These therefore do not serve the best interests of either community and we can see no substantive set of reasons
why this proposed change needs to happen as proper representation taking into account local concerns is more
important than equality of numbers in a ward.
I urge you to leave the current position unchanged with the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,

Gareth Pritchard
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June 27th 2017

The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England 14th Floor,
Millbank Tower,
LONDON SW1P 4QP
Surrey Heath Ward boundary changes - further limited draft recommendations in respect of
the Old Dean Ward
I refer to the further limited draft recommendations notified to the Chief Executive of Surrey Heath
Borough Council on 13th June. As at the time of writing, I have received no official notification of
the further revised changes and was only made aware as a result of a neighbour seeing an item by
chance in the local press.
1. Having reviewed the objection letters from the St Paul’s area to your original proposal, I note
these are from just 21 voters out of a possible 817 in St Paul’s (East) - i.e. some 2.6 per cent of the
total number of voters affected. This seems a very small representation on which to have withdrawn
the recommendation, which I understand was based on information provided by Surrey Heath
Borough Council.
2. The main objections from the St Paul’s area can be said equally to apply to this area which is now
being proposed under the further limited draft recommendations (viz:- Physically separate and
disparate communities, loss of councillor rapport, crime statistics / house value).
3. This leaves us in effect with just one area of debate:- that of barriers between communities. As to
the A30 presenting a barrier to merging the two communities under the original proposal, the 1/4
mile of protected woodland and the steepness of the hill (an 8% gradient overall and steeper in two
places) can be said to present an equal if not greater restriction between the Old Dean and this area
for those on foot or on bike.
Voters in this area have managed very well over the years in crossing the A30 to town (10 minutes
walking time from the farthest point in our area), not only to vote in the Town Ward but also to
make frequent visits to shops, library, etc..
Voters in the St. Paul’s area frequently use the shopping facilities on the Old Dean, finding them
very convenient and the A30 is not a barrier.
4. Distances and other times involved (using Google maps to aid impartiality):-

The distance between the nearest points of this area and the Old Dean is 1/4 mile - or 8 minutes on
foot (up the steep hill) and some 16 minutes to the Polling Station, (which is some 30 minutes from
the furthest point of our area).
Equivalent figures for the St Paul’s area are:- 5 minutes, 6 minutes and 20 minutes.
If we are to accept that vehicular transport will be needed to move from one area to the other, then
there is little difference if any between these apparent barriers.
5. Finally, the main thrust and purpose of your review is to equalise councillor representation. The
original proposal produced an admirable 0% variance from the national average; the revised
proposal dilutes this to a 7% variance. Whilst I appreciate that this is within your 10% maximum
margin, it nevertheless represents a large increase in the number of voters per councillor and
therefore provides reduced electoral representation.
In view of the foregoing, we strongly object to the 1150 voters* in our area being removed from the
Town Ward and merged with the Old Dean Ward and ask that you reconsider the further limited
draft recommendations, notably in order to provide better electoral representation, the primary
purpose of your review.
Yours sincerely

June Pugh

* Calculated from your spreadsheet “Electorate-Proforma-Website-Surrey-Heath.xlsx”
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Dear Sirs
We refer to the draft recommendations notified to the Chief Executive of Surrey Heath Borough Council concerning the
above.
At the time of writing, we have not received any official notification of the Council’s boundary proposals.
Please take this letter as an OBJECTION against the new boundary changes.
Having lived in my property in Camberley for nearly 30 years under the Town ward, I cannot see any advantage to the
boundaries being changed, only disadvantages.
Rather than repeating objections which have already been advised in other resident’s letters, please refer to the letter
from Mr and Mrs J. Strong dated 29 June 2017, which we totally agree and support.
The St Paul’s area did not want to become part of Old Dean, and neither do the College Ride, Diamond Ridge, Kings Ride
etc area.
We trust that you will reconsider your boundary change proposals.
Yours faithfully

IAN AND SOPHIA RICHARDS
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To Whom it may concern,
We are emailing to voice our strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in
the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the
Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It
provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools
and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous
areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short, these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Kind regards,

Jason Scott and Mary Ann Riether
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As a resident of
Camberley (currently in Town Ward) I write to strongly oppose the new proposed
electoral boundary rewiew which would put our and neighbouring roads in the Old Dean ward. The original proposal
was that we remain in Town Ward.
I can WALK to the train station, theatre, library, post office, church, banks, cinema, bowling alley, restaurants and town
centre shops in less than 10 minutes ‐ surely this means I live in the town? The WALK to our polling station is 8 minutes.
Given that a polling station on the Old Dean would involve a laborious 35 minute walk mostly uphill or a wasteful drive I
feel as if I'm almost being disenfranchised.
The people who work in the town and use our roads as a car park certainly regard this area as a Town Centre amenity.
I am puzzled as to why Woodbridge Drive (north of the A30) should remain in Town Ward. Also it seems that some
properties to the north of Kings Ride further from the town than us remain in Town Ward.
This is an ill‐considered new propsal to which I object.
Maralyn Sage.

Sent from Samsung tablet
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I am a resident of
and want to register my objections to the proposed ward boundary changes. The hill
that separates the town from Old Dean is a more genuine divide of community groups and community centres than the
A30.
1. At a practical level, voting currently involves a short walk to the polling station. With no suitable community
facility on this side of the A30, we are likely to have to drive to our polling station in future.
2. Issues and decisions affecting the town centre have a direct and immediate effect in this vicinity and it is
appropriate for our interests and concerns to be province of the town ward councillors, as has proved so useful
in the past.
3. And by the same token, the Old Dean ward councillors rightly attend to the priorities and issues that impact the
Old Dean community. It is a community that is in need of its own, strong representation. So much the better
then if its councillors devote their time to a slightly smaller number of constituents.
4. As someone who has lived in both of these areas, I can state with some confidence that they have very different
requirements and it would not be effective local representation if the same councillors were expected to reflect
the views and interests of both communities. As the smaller group, I suspect it would be our "near town" group
of residents that would find ourselves without a voice; but neither group should feel under‐represented
because of the other.
Finally, I am puzzled by the exception made of the far end of Kings Ride (furthest from the town centre) and roads off it.
Why include this area in Town Ward if streets closer to the town transfer to Old Dean. It seems irrational and suspicious.
Could there some gerrymandering at work here? Whatever the outcome some better show of consistency is required.
Nigel Sage

Sent from Samsung tablet
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides
an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in
the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
AJ Sandells

Kind regards
Tony Sandells

At The Ark Ltd

Winners Of “Best Independent Business”
As voted by Surrey Shoppers!
/Facebook Follow link to our page.
/Twitter: Follow link to our account.
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The Ark
Obelisk Way, Camberley, Surrey
SAT NAV GU153SD
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The Local Government Boundary Commission for England,
I am writing to object against the Surry heather proposal to move the Camberley borders so that my house and the
house around me move from Camberley to the Old Dean parish.
https://www.lgbce.org.uk/current‐reviews/south‐east/surrey/surrey‐heath
This is a ridiculous proposal as the Old Dean has a very clear border with the A30 to the south and across the wood land
to the East and West, just like the old boundaries were drawn.
I
Dean area.

am just 3 minute walk from the town centre and am more than 20 min walk from the Old

What’s more the new boundary would mean I was in different parish to the houses on the other side of my road.
It would also mean that the house way down the road towards the forest that are a lot further from town would be part
of the town parish and my house would not.
So I strongly object to the new proposal.
Dr Adam Sanderson
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in
the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Andy Smith

Sent from my iPad
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To whom it may concern,
I write to object strongly against the planned inclusion of a number of streets
currently situated in Town ward of Surrey Heath into Old Dean ward.
Whilst previous objectors from residents in the St. Pauls ward have focused on
the so‐called “natural’ (in fact artificial) boundary that the A30 forms between
the two wards, this is not true for the streets ‘the other side of the A30’ currently
in Town ward. The A30 traffic slows considerably as it reaches the crossroads at
Kings Ride, and as a long time resident of College Ride I do not feel the A30 has
ever been a boundary as such. It seems to me that the planners have just looked
for some convenient streets to include in Old Dean ward, and those streets form
an enclave (a salient into Town ward) rather than follow any natural, or even
artifical boundary, rather than focusing on the people who live in the streets
affected. It is interesting, and puzzling that there is a small part of area north of
the A30 that will continue to be in Town ward!
The streets that form our little community – Kings Ride, College Ride, Diamond
Ridge and the associated streets, have a long standing cultural and community
involvement with the town of Camberley and not with the Old Dean (London
overspill) estate. The vast majority of the houses existed before Old Dean was
built or even conceived of; our own house was built in the early 1930s and we
have always formed part of the town of Camberley. St Michaels C of E Church on
the A30 boundary with The Royal Military Academy Sandhurst is our local
church; we use the shops in Camberley town centre rather than driving or
walking up the steep hill to the Old Dean. We do not need to use any transport to
go into Camberley town. Our doctor’s surgery and dentist are in town and we can
walk to the railway station, therefore I see our natural alignment is with Town
ward rather than Old Dean ward.
Our housing stock is very different, attracting a different kind of owner/tenant
than Old Dean. We might not be rich enough to live in a smart house in the
Crawley Ridge area, but we own and have improved our own home over the
years. Old Dean residents needs are very different to ours, and I feel that our
needs as a small community would be ignored rather more than they are now,
(and that is quite a lot). College Ride is used as a rat run for the A30 and this
poses huge problems for us in parking outside our homes and getting into our
driveways. The road surface of Kings Ride deteriorated because of the heavy
traffic for years before it was repaired. Surrey Heath council took no heed of our
complaints about these issues over the years, and continue to ignore our
comments about the speed of traffic up and down College Ride, and the traffic
congestion in King’s Ride. I can only anticipate they will be even less interested if
our streets become part of Old Dean, and there is always the risk that our area
will come to be seen seen as part of the Old Dean Estate rather than its own small
community that is part of the older Camberley town.
I am surprised, not to say shocked, that the residents (voters) have not been
officially informed about this proposed boundary change, much of which is
predicated upon future predictions of populations and appears to be driven by

objections from the residents of parts of St Pauls ward rather than be based on
local need and community and cultural alignment. The previous proposed
boundary change to incorporate part of St Pauls ward into Old Dean was
dropped when the residents of St Pauls objected. There was to be no change to
that part of Town ward that our streets were in, so it begs the question as to why
the council now sees us as part of Old Dean, where it clearly did not before
residents of the Crawley Ridge area made their objections. The population
equality issues that are driving changes seem to take no cognisance of the wishes
of the local electorate, and will only serve to isolate our small community
because we and Old Dean ward share no common heritage, and tradition is
ignored as if it does not matter. Old Dean should stay as its own ward, so that its
councillors are able to focus on its specific needs, and I daresay that if the
boundary changes, we will be more ignored as a small community than we are at
present.
So please let us stay as part of Town ward, and I would ask the The Local
Government Boundary Commission to consider the wider implications of a
‘made up’ ward where the needs of neither will be fully met.
Yours faithfully,
Mrs K A Spires
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To whom it may concern

I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is essentially different to the Old Dean and we have nothing that warrants our merging.
The Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town Ward when we bought our property 12 years ago. The Old Dean is a
completely different demographic.
1. The Barrosa /Diamond Ridge woods provides a boundary between the two areas. If College Ride was never built
there would be no access to the Old Dean from this area. The woods provide a natural divide between the two
areas
2. The average resident in the Diamond Ridge area is a home owner of detached and semi detached houses, not
many tenanted properties.
3. The average income between these two areas are at different ends of the scale. My concern is that the grouping
together of The Old Dean and Diamond Ridge areas are going to have a negative impact on our property values,
crime statistics and subsequently our insurance premiums.
4. Politically the two areas are not the same, the Old Dean are predominantly Labour and Diamond Ridge are
predominantly Conservative.
To summarise, these are two different communities with completely different perspectives and different needs. Our
community stands to lose financially by being combined with the Old Dean Ward.
These changes do not serve the Diamond Ridge community in any way shape or form. This proposed plan gives no
advantages to the Diamond Ridge community whatsoever. There is only a downside
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Kind Regards
George Stokoe
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To Whomever it May Concern,
I have lived in this area for many years and strongly protest against the changes your making that would see College
Ride become part of the Old Dean.
It makes no sense to me that you would draw the boundaries claiming to follow the A30, but at Woodbridge Drive you
change the boundary to allow them to stay in the Town, you also do the same for part of Kings Ride.
I urge you to visit the area and see the difference between College Ride area and the Old Dean. These are real peoples
lives which will be adversely affected if you make this change.
The boundary should stay where it is, with the vast diamond ridge woods separating the town from the Old Dean as it
has done so for years and years. This is clear boundary, both along College Ride and along the A30.
If you push ahead with this change you will be ruining lives. College Ride, Diamond Ridge are part of the town, not part
of the Old Dean. We are more accurately represented by the the Town ward as we are affected by the same issues.
This change does not serve the local community or democracy, and I ask you to please stop it.

Your sincerely,
J.Sykes
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Dear Review Officer
I am writing to you with regards to the new proposal of Diamond Ridge, College Ride, College Close, Kings Ride,
Whitehill Close and surrounding roads to become part of the Old Dean Road.
I am in total opposition to this proposal. Can you please let me know how I can officially express my disagreement to
this change?
I look forward to hearing more from you.
Yours faithfully
Mrs Tank

Sent from my iPhone
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For the attention of the Review Officer:
Dear Sir or Madam,
Please note that I object to College Ride becoming part of the Old Dean ward.
I want it to remain as part of the Town ward.
Yours faithfully,
Neil Thompson;
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Dear Sir or Madam
Firstly I would like to say that I am disappointed with the apparent lack of publicity for this recent revision to the
proposed new wards in Surrey Heath. We have received no personal notification even though this has a direct impact
on us and I have seen nothing on social media which I follow regularly and would at least expect. This contrasts with the
original announcement which was widely publicised.
Secondly, I would like to say that I fail to understand how Old Dean can be presented as a logical change for Whitehill
Close when clearly the proximity of St Paul's makes their merger with Old Dean the more sensible of the two.
I have to say thirdly that, given my first point, one can't help wondering whether objections from St Paul's have resulted
in a quiet attempt to keep them happy and us in the dark.
As residents at
we hereby object to Whitehill Close being moved from Town ward to Old
Dean ward on the grounds that it makes less sense, given your objectives, than merging Old Dean and St Pauls. We can
walk easily to our current polling station. We would have to drive to Old Dean, and then find somewhere to
park. There is already enough unnecessary traffic on the roads, I don't wish to add to it.
Please reconsider. Thank you.
Tracey and Andy Torble

‐‐
Tracey Torble, BA (Hons) Hum (Open), PG Cert ODE (Open), MBCS, MISTC
Director and Quality Manager, T2 Consulting
M: 07811 199040
Tracey Torble
www.t2consulting.co.uk

This message was checked by Kaspersky Anti-Virus.
This email and any files transmitted with it, are confidential to T2 Consulting Ltd and are intended solely for the use of the individual
or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please delete the email and any attachments and
contact T2 Consulting Ltd on +44 (0)1276 28315
www.t2consulting.co.uk
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To whom it may concern
I am writing to object most strongly to the proposed boundary changes that will include the Diamond Ridge area of
Camberley in The Old Dean area.
It seems frankly bizarre that this proposal is being put forward with no solid foundation and no discernible benefit to
locals. The suggestion that making political wards equal size will somehow bring more advantage to the Diamond
Ridge area seems unfathomable. No evidence has been put forward that will substantiate this claim and quantify
what this positive impact will be.
The Diamond Ridge area and community are distinctly different to that of the Old Dean in a number of ways.
1. There is an obvious natural wooded boundary and hill that separates the two areas. Diamond Ridge has no
distinct boundary between us and Town, which flows into it.
2. The housing stock and demographic is very different and merging the two will adversely affect insurance
premiums and house prices.
3. There is no interaction between the two areas with scant shared community services.
4. The Diamond Ridge area sits within town neatly. Even on the proposed boundary line, the added chunk that is this
area seems bizarre. This area is firmly a community as one with the Town Centre.
I urge the local Council to look at the implications of these actions on locals.
Yours sincerely
Sarah Tranter
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To the Review Officer (Surrey Heath),
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include my home
in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Whitehill Close was part of the Town. We have
never been part of the Old Dean.
1. There are the Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It
provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town I shop in the Town rather than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily social housing and tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Mrs Susan Trevelyan
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Surrey Heath Borough Council
Regarding proposed ward change.

We have only today become aware of the plans to have our ward changed.
We are resident at
, Camberley, and most certainly won’t support and vehemently oppose any plans
to change our ward to the Old Dean.
We chose and invested in this property in it being close to town and being part of the town ward, historically, in its
character and otherwise, this was reflected in the property value and to change this would most certainly devalue our
and neighbouring properties in the areas.
The Surrey Heath Local Plan 2011 ‐ 2018 clearly defines distinct settlement areas where the area of the Old Dean is
separated from the Town by Sites of Nature Conservation and Countryside beyond the Green Belt.
To now suggest the wards be changed to mix these two quite separate areas together is simply preposterous.
Being part of the town's long awaited and promised upgrade together with improved rail links through the work by
Michael Gove are all part of where we bought into when choosing and staying at our property.
Changing the ward will certainly exhausts our patience and may seek further advise on damages should this proposal go
through.
In having this correspondence we now also ask that you inform us directly on any further developments in this regard
Your sincerely
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Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing with regard to the proposal to include Diamond Ridge, College Ride, College Close, Kings Ride,
Whitehill Close and surrounding roads in the Old Dean ward.
I am a resident of
(a surrounding road) and strongly oppose this change on a number of
grounds
1) Rightly or wrongly the old Dean has negative connotations in the minds of property buyers and hence
commands lower prices. Many of the houses and premises in the area are run down and shabby in
appearance. By relocating my home to this ward the value of my property would be substantially
decreased. If I had wanted to live in the old Dean I would have bought there and not here. I would have
paid substantially less for my house. I chose not to! I will get legal advice on reclaiming that loss in value if
this change goes through and I am confident my neighbors would join me in this.
2) The area under discussion has a completely different demographic to the old Dean
3) The history of the 2 areas is different
We should remain part of the Town Ward
Kind regards
Stephen van Eck
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Dear Sirs,
I am writing regarding your consideration of changing the boundaries of the neighbourhoods in Camberley.
I would like to note that our are Kings Ride is a different demographic area to Old Dean and it should not be part of Old
Dean ward.
We should be staying under Town ward.
Many people in this area are very upset for such a proposal, we are united here and we do not agree to be put under
Old Dean ward. Our area has a different demographic and heritage to that of the Old Dean.
Kind regards
Ineta
Sent from Ineta iPhone
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I would like to state that my wife and I would like to oppose the suggestion that we would no longer be part of the town
ward on the basis to our very close proximity (3 min walk) of the town. Even by distance the town ward polling station is
0.3 miles and the old dean one is 1.4 miles!
My daughters go to a town centre school and my own business is in the town centre. Not sure what more I can say
about being a proud 'townie'.
Please leave us as we are as I understand the Crawley Ridge area had this proposal and were listened to with their
objection.
Also why is it that a resident luckily found out about this and flagged it up to everyone rather than yourselves and
apparently the deadline is 10th July already!
Is the old green lane and bath road part of the proposal?
Kindest regards
Sent from iPhone
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To Whom it may concern,
As a homeowner within
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the area i call
home into the Old Dean ward. The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have nothing to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. York Road has just undergone a substantial development of
newly built 4 bedroom detached houses creating a prestigious and desirable feel. We have never been part of the Old
Dean, a development of such nature wouldn’t be carried out within this area due to its reputation, it would be classed
as non investable due to the lower house prices and not being fitting to the area.
1. York Road maintains a clear divide between the two areas, there is no through road connecting the two areas
simply a dead end. There is no connection between York Road and Old Dean Ward just natural and substantial
boundaries between the two areas, they are vastly different in their appearance and overall appeal.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean. This merge would not only be damaging to the immediate areas but
also to the overall community.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the York Road area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
5. The proposed plans will not only devalue the properties within this area which for people such as myself, being
a first time home owner will dramatically change my life, it will also raise insurances for all those involved due to
the Old Dean reputation and crime stats.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs. Even down to
what government residents want representing themselves are in conflict. I cannot see any benefit to merging as one, all
it will do is devalue the area and make it less desirable.
I have only lived in
for just over a year, i poured every penny i had into my current property as i could see the
potential and loved the Camberley vibe. I avoided moving to the Old Dean Ward extensively due to its reputation and
bad presence within the community as a whole.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the York Road and surrounding areas as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Jason Ware
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Dear Sirs
I understand that there are plans to change the boundaires of the wards in Camberley.
We live in York Road, part of the Town ward, which you wish to move to the Old Dean ward. We are not part
of the Old Dean estate, never have been, Our properties are very different, being mostly detatched houses,
with just two small blocks of privately owned flats. The demographics are very different between the Old
Dean and York Road with very different needs and requirements, and as such would not be well served
together.
I wish to register a strong objection to this change of boundaries and rerquest that York Road remains part of
the Town ward.
Yours faithfully
C D Whitby (Mrs)
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Dear Sir/Madam
As a long term resident of York road I am writing to object to the proposal to include York Road as part of the Old
Dean ward instead of Town ward.
The housing stock, demographic and council service requirements of York Road and the other roads in this proposal
are quite different to the roads that make up the rest of the Old Dean ward.
They are much closer to the Town ward in these aspects.
As such I do not believe that including the proposed roads in the Old Dean ward would be good for the needs of
these roads or for the needs of the Old Dean ward and the Town ward.
I strongly urge the withdrawal of this proposal.
I would also urge the council to reconsider what appears to be a long term policy to create homes of multiple
occupation in the York Road area. This policy has been highly detrimental to the character & amenity of the area. I
would urge the council not to approve any more HMO properties in York Road.
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The feeling seems to be, understandably, that we don’t have the heart for any more change in our community.
Little if any information has been provided re the proposed amalgamation and so I would be opposed to the change.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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PAULA ZYMELA
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reviews
Surrey Heath Ward Boundary changes - OBJECTION

Dear Sir,
Re the proposal to amend the boundaries of the Surrey Heath Ward.
I wish to object to the proposals for Old Dean, St.Paul's and Town Wards and request that the Commission
reconsider the original submission from the Council.
In relation to the proposal to move properties in College Ride, College Close, Diamond Ridge, Kings Ride & White Hill
Close from Town Ward to Old Dean Ward, I consider the edge of Barossa Common is a much more recognisable and
suitable boundary between the Town and Old Dean Wards.
I consider that the electors identified to move from Town Ward do not share any community with the electors in the
Old Dean Ward whatsoever. We have a completely different demographic and heritage to that of the Old Dean Ward
and I don't believe that having the same councillors representing both communities would work effectively, due to the
different types of issues of each group.
You state that your aims of this amendment is to "ensure that the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities
of local communities as well as promoting effective local government." I believe that this proposal fails both of these
aims, for the reasons given above.
I urge you, therefore, to reject the proposed amendment, and to keep the properties in the above roads in Town
Ward.
Paula Zymela
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